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An Innovative Action Plan for the Future
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The University of Melbourne
Supported by:
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APSR
A Partnership to Promote Excellence in 
Managing Digital Collections
 Document best practice
 Address strategic issues 
 Stimulate and share experience
 Consider the Australian context
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Sustainable Repositories?
 Manageable
 Integrated
 Accessible
 Cost effective
 Preservable
 Relevant
 To management
 To academic staff
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Repositories that Sustain?
 Sustain information “beyond the life 
of the underlying technology”.
 Have “Preservation Strategies”
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Six APSR Programs
 Standards-based Repository Testbed (ANU)
 Accessible Integrated Repository Testbed (UQ)
 Distributed Repositories Testbed (USyd) 
 eResearch Sustainability (APAC) 
 Digital Sustainability (NLA)
 National Outreach Services
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Standards-Based Repositories 
Program
(ANU)
 DSpace Committers Group
 Integration of repository with systems 
& work patterns
 Cocoon publishing framework
 Journal Publishing
 Digital Scholar’s Workbench
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Integrated & Accessible Repositories 
Program
(UQ)
 OKI Discovery Portal
 Fez Repository Management Software
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Distributed Repositories Program
(USyd)
 iSpheres repository middleware
 Sustainability Guidelines for Australian 
Repositories - SUGAR
 Fieldwork Data Sustainability - FIDAS
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eResearch Sustainability
(APAC)
 eResearch Repository Sustainability 
Survey - eROSS
 Sustainable Infrastructure for Established 
Research Repositories - SIERRA
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Digital Sustainability
(NLA)
 Sustainability and Risk Analysis - SARA
 PREMIS Requirement Statement - PRESTA
 Automated Obsolescence Notification 
System - AONS
 Online Digital Risk Analysis Tool
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DSpace repositories
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http://www.ispheres.org
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National Outreach
As a national program, APSR provides a 
nationwide outreach program for the 
benefit of all Australian universities. Other 
repository services, in both public and 
private sectors, have also benefited.
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Establishing a Digital Repository Service
 All Australian capitals, including 
Canberra & Darwin
 Total attendance of nearly 300 people
 Workshop plus hands-on tutorial
 Follow-up evaluation
 Suggestions for further activities
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Establishing a Digital Repository Service
 The seminar raised a number of issues 
that we need to look at for our own image 
repository that we had not thought of 
before. It also raised the possibilities of 
what a digital repository can achieve for 
an organisation. Thank you to all 
concerned for the presentation.
 Was an informative and thought 
provoking workshop
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Open Repositories 2006
 Well-chosen speakers, well allocated topics, 
addressed all the major issues around 
repositories, well done!
 Thanks for a very well organised and integrated 
range of activities, with a good international 
perspective.
 A very successful program - papers presented by 
the leaders in OR, a good balance in technical 
and practical knowledge.
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Plans for 2006
 Management and costing workshop –
Brisbane
 PREMIS/trusted repositories workshop –
NLA
 FieldHelper workshop – Sydney
 APSR Show and Tell – Canberra 
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Plans for 2006 (cont)
 White Paper Series
 Newsletter
 Presentations, handouts, brochures
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Moving forward …
• What we have discovered:
• What we have done
• What needs to be done?
• How would this be done?
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Contact us
 Web site: www.apsr.edu.au
 Email List:
mailman.anu.edu.au/mailman/listinfo
/apsr_announcements
 Blog: www.apsr.edu.au/blog
 Newsletter
